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A Further Defense of the Poor Image!
(In response to In Defense of the Poor Image by Hito Steyerl)!!
! While watching Stan Brakhage’s Dog Star Man in parts on YouTube, what percent of the 
image is lost? !
! The transfer from 16mm to what looks like VHS loses 5% and another 5% is lost in the 
transfer to an uploadable file. If your internet is slow another 2% is lost in buffering time and 
quality. If you’re watching it on a phone instead of seeing it projected, 3% is lost and watching it 
on a computer screen loses 2%. If there are lights on in the room, you lose another 2%. The 
searches for the next video in between parts loses 5% and the fact that you are watching it on 
YouTube loses another 10%. !

       100% Dog Star Man!
        -5% VHS transfer!

           -5% Digital transfer!
        -2% Slow internet !

          -3% Phone viewing!
  -2% Lights on   !

       -5% Interruptions!
-10% YouTube              !

        68% Dog Star Man!!
With this equation, in actuality you will only be seeing 68% of Dog Star Man. 68% puts you right 
in the range of a D+. Did you even in fact watch it? !!
*1% can be retained for watching the credits.!

#!
! As a child of the 21st century, with the founding of The Pirate Bay in 2003 when I was 
nine, YouTube in 2005 when I was eleven and the iPhone in 2007 when I was thirteen, my 
anthology of images encapsulate more low res, pixel resolution, retina display, than those of a 
generation where film was still shown in commercial movie theaters. !!
! Most people of this generation have never or will never see a film print in their lives. 
They are more likely though to see a print of a film like Hitchcock’s Vertigo than of Dog Star 
Man. And to that effect they are twice as likely to see a good copy of Vertigo than of Dog Star 
Man. !
! If you take a group of 200 people diverse in age, race, socioeconomic class and 
occupation, 187 of them will have seen Vertigo but only 6 of them will have seen Dog Star Man. 
Out of those 187 who have seen Vertigo: 32 will have seen it on film, 60 will have seen it on a 
theater, 40 will have torrented it, 30 will have seen it on TV, 25 will have watched it on a DVD 
and the last 20 will have watched it on Netflix. Out of the 6 who have seen Dog Star Man, 4 will 
have seen it in a theater on 16mm, 2 of those people will have seen a restored copy and the last 
2 will have watched it on YouTube and therefore only amount to 136%.!!
93% had seen Vertigo!
16% watched on film!
30% saw it in a theater!
20% torrented it!
15% saw it on TV!
13% watched it off a DVD!

10% saw it on Netflix!
3% had seen Dog Star Man!
2% had seen it on 16mm in a theater!
1% had seen a restored print!
.68% had watched it on YouTube 

!
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! The poor image for Hito is not only about quality, but about the accessibility of an image. 
The need for certain images over others; what exactly gets ripped, bootlegged, restored or 
officially released; what kinds of images go through channels of either legitimate or illegitimate 
copying to be viewed. !
! Dog Star Man and Vertigo are both made by white men. Vertigo was made through the 
Hollywood system where as Dog Star Man was made through an experimental, avant grade 
system. Vertigo’s budget was an estimated $2,479,000 and the only google-able budgets for 
Dog Star Man rang from “no-budget” to “low budget.” Vertigo made $14 million at the box office 
and Dog Star Man the box office sections of IMDb has yet to be edited. If each film received 
either a +1 or a -1 based on the cultural value they had in each of thee categories, Vertigo 
would be up 5 and Dog Star Man would sadly be in the negatives, as if it never really existed. !

#!
! In 2007 Apple premiered an innovation of the cellphone. The first iPhone was on the 
market. This premier iPhone came with a 2-megapixel camera, 3.5” display, 320px by 480px 
with pixel density of 163ppi. In 2009 the iPhone 3Gs had a 3-megapixel lens and auto-focus 
capabilities and it introduced the iPhone with video while maintaining the same pixel density. 
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The iPhone 4 had a 5-megapixel camera sensor on the back that was now able to film HD video 
in 720p, improved zooming capabilities, LED flash, and it boosted it’s pixel density to twice that 
of the iPhone 3Gs. Here begins the introduction of the retina display, a marketing term created 
by Apple. The iPhone 4’s resolution was 640px by 960px with a density of 326ppi. This was also 
the first iPhone to have a front facing camera. The iPod 4s had an 8-megapixel camera sensor 
and was capable of shooting video in full 1080p HD at 30 fps and the new camera sensor 
boosted its ability to let 73% more light in. It also included real time stabilization. With the 
iPhone 5, Apple kept the 8-megapixel lens that was now covered by sapphire making it scratch 
resistant and the front facing camera could now capture 720p video. As far as retina display was 
concerned, the pixel density remained the same but the iPhone 5 now had a 4” display, giving it 
a resolution of 640px by 1136px. When the iPhone 6 was introduced in 2014 they kept the 8-
megapixel lens and could shoot video in 1080p at either 30, 60, 120 or 240 frames per second, 
introducing slow-motion video. This iPhone introduced another Apple marketing term, retina HD 
display. The display increased to 4.7” with a resolution of 1334px by 750px and a pixel density 
of 326ppi.The iPhone 6 plus, introduced at the same time as the iPhone 6, had a display of 5.5” 
with a resolution of 1080px by 1920px, a pixel density of 401ppi and image stabilization. The 
newest iPhones to date, the iPhone 6s and 6s plus, upped the anti on image quality. This next 
generation of iPhones were able to shoot video in 4k while maintaining the pixel density and 
resolution of the iPhone 6 and 6 plus. !
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! As the quality of our most popular, most accessible images increase at exponential 
rates, especially in the past few years, what will happen to our collective consciousness of what 
a poor image looks like? Could companies like Apple with their retina HD display irradiate the 
poor image?  !

#!
! In Hito Steyerl’s essay she specifically names the low-res, bootlegged, culturally 
unsuperior image ‘the poor image.’ If we were to rank images in a class system, where 320px by 
480px is meat and potatoes while 1080px by 1920px is caviar, this would signify the poor image 
as something of a basic cultural landscape. The image of poor quality is one that is also poor in 
economics. This does not mean that all images of low quality are of common knowledge, but 
that these images are the ones that we most often do not pay to see, the ones that come 
cheaply and those that we are often bombarded with in our daily lives. Because these are the 
images we often do not chose for ourselves but are thrust upon us, they seep into the our 
cultural landscape of images. But as our image viewing platforms like YouTube and 
smartphones improve their quality, does quality of life for images improve. Can a poor image 
exist in a world of increasing resolution? !!
Pimpin Delicious:!
December 9, 2004!
IMAGE, you’re the poorest.!!
Wasabimoto: !
July 10, 2008!
Poor IMAGE, look out, because things are about to get a whole lot worse.!!
rmfkd: !
September 20, 2007!
Poor IMAGES shop at good will and salvation army. !
Poor IMAGES have a hard time making ends meet.!
Poor IMAGES cant afford a car, they take the bus.!!
Iceman Cometh:!
March 09, 2009!
I’m as poor as a IMAGE that’s just had an enormous tax bill on the very day his wife ran off with 
another IMAGE, taking all the cheese. !
If I eat Top Ramen one more time I will shit out an asian! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Sources:!
Evolution of the iPhone camera, from the original to the iPhone 6!
http://bgr.com/2015/09/09/iphone-camera-quality-evolution/!!
The Story of Pixel Density and Touch Interface !
https://medium.com/we-are-appcepted/the-story-of-pixel-density-and-touch-interface-
afd97e8f78fc#.m4x40huf5!!
Retina Display !
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina_Display!!
Urban Diction results for “poor”!
http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=poor!
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